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MICHAEL K. BERRYHILL

Alis
Air passes through the old screen
like the exhaled breath
of a tall sleeping man,
and assumes the odor of rust.
She dreams of green suspension—
to float like pollen must,
of motes of dust in sunlit rooms.
Her hair sprawls on the pillow
as though it will arise, and she,
like some aquatic mammal,
hair, breasts, limbs floating free,
would meander through the bayous
with algae and river moss
to the black recesses of the swamps.
Awaking to the scent of rust and
sticky, sweaty sheets,
the full moon in daylight
glared hot inside her,
reflected from a white
roadbed of oystershell.
Water floats in the air,
rotating on bits of dust.
Heat lightning flashes distantly.
She rocks on the porch swing,
eating sugared strawberries
and leaves the dish on the floor
for the ants.
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JOHN D. SUTCLIFI

Blossom Time
We plowed and flung warm sand in a sprint
Away from the water to the cooler glint
Of late afternoon in nodding trees
That hid a sigh within a breeze.
They sighed, I knew, for a dying season;
And her nearness mirrored the reason—
Said that spring was all but done,
That summer had begun to drop its bloom,
That blood and sap both sink to doom.
I tried to explain
The inevitable pain—
The talk—
That would stir the steam
On winter's coffee cup
But fail to redeem
The faded summer things
That are compelled forever
Into jigsaw scenes
By the slash and sever
Of swallow wings.
She clutched her hair for nervous aid,
Lent furtive eyes to welcomed shade,
Yawned away my implications
And mused on flower decorations.

Now the lake spills froth along the beach;
The tiger lily is out of reach.
Our abandoned boat is a reflection
A shivering recollection
That drifts with the maple seeds
And is lost among the ancient reeds.
4

69 261 A
What whipper-will songing up the moon
Can save the apple from falling fate,
From breaking grass at afternoon,
Ladening midnight's frozen plate?
Our shared breath in grass and thyme,
Her yielding a momentary "yes"—
Might they have kept the blossom time
From juicing in the cider press?

JAMES HEARST

Retired
He sulks in his garden,
pouts on his lawn, resents the
enterprise of phlox and daisies,
relishes his hatred of crabgrass,
mopes on the backsteps of his failure
to join the season as a partner
in production. Also he neglects
the rim of prairie beyond the frontiers
of his discontent where sunsets bloom
in crimson success. Slowly his vision
draws in to regard nothing outside
the curb—as for the atom bomb, the
fire truck bellowing up the street
will not cause him to lose a moment
of his hoe's rhythm.
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CARL THAYLER

New Year's Day 1966
My obsessions inhabit formal ruins
In this meagre Ohio town
Where the white sun
Tolls high up like a bell
In an unsound and alien tower.
Not for effect or argument.
Never for the solemn problematical departure
From Paradise,
But for a star's dimming
And as my last defense
This random celebration
Where sometimes a mistake sings.
This December where we find ourselves
Pushed for small joys
In a bleak and untenable hinterland
Winds
withdraw in stunted euphonies
Along the river.
Loss here is a daily persuasion
Too easily abided.

6

MOHAVJO 7/10/66 (variation on a mea
sure of David Ossman's)
hot bright
clean dry prefer the sand he
the Mexican boy
deep in it and it shifts slowly
hot and so in the wind
with the sun in it
hot bright clean dry wind
holds the light intensifies it each
circles in the sand runs out breaking to form
circles
circles
step in step thru ankle deep
it is hot
bright
and clean and dry.

Beach or desert? In L.A. the decision is to point your nose
and follow bumper to bumper along the freeway. Space will then
open and the poem, heard at a distance, could be of the sea or of the
desert. Men have disappeared in both.

JACOB LEED
ebb tide left a shell,
a branch, on the dark beach,
your hand lies on the bed near mine.
7

Dead Woman in a Dream
Old in the doubled bib of her gray dress,
her hair wound under the fine white cap, paper-thin
skin smooth through every mottle and crease,
Grandma frowns from the porch,
not liking it at all that I,
because I walk this back road tonight,
strike her up from death—
a pure fierce Mennonite frown.

ROBERT BEERS

A Kind of Elegy
Are you still bemused, my friend?
Tossing, far away, your beachsand head
Of sleepless laughter—fallen in the end.
Fallen still, halfway—
Your red life taken midway at its beginnings.
Flowing eastward and eastward to the grey Atlantic,
Past Orient and Montauk to the deep sea
Where you never sailed.
You stayed in home waters,
Riding the white butterfly of your sloop,
Orion,
In its gossamer way
Over the Sunday Sound to Connecticut
And back. Pushing out
And rushing headlong at the misty lines
That crouched at wind and water to the north.
8

Inglorious. You who swam so well
(Once you stroked out half a mile
To drag me and my flapping Sunfish back to shore.)
Taken, rolling through the emerald air
From sun to sun.

STEPHEN HOCHBERG

Mingus
Old Mingus, his legs too short to reach
The floor, swung them like a pendulum.
And his body breathed its excesses into
The belly of his base. Charlie and
Swollen palate sit and survey,
Gathering their ruffles in a pile of
Buddha's wealth that rests on the broadest stock.
"Won't someone play the blues for me please!"
He shouts to his piano.
"Won't someone play the blues for me please!"
Humming and weaving through
The magic of his mind.
" 'cause if you can't play the blues in this town,
You're gonna need your B.V.D.s"
6 men circle Mingus
To slide their sudden voices
Between the breaks and riffs.
7 & 1 a pass to play and bring
Angel dust and sour times to stew
And eat, and nourish, and sometimes rise
Out the door.
We thought we knew for a while but all night
We were miles from home.
"Won't someone play the blues for me please."
9

GEORGE KAITSA
A gentle bluff
Nestled in the sunset's fire
A silhouetted Oak
An Angry Young Man seated near
Scintillating thoughts: simmering, seething
A renascent stigmata
Of prejudice, Of injustice, Of Hate
The Four Horsemen of Apocalypse
Galloping — Thundering — Crushing
Civilizations of rational geometric stone
Crashing — Crumbing — Collapsing
Dust . . .
A tender image
Enveloped in angelic autumn glow
An outstretched hand, a silent voice
"Come, see, foflow"
A seedling . . .

RUSS MCDOWELL

Hall of Mirrors
I'm in a hall of mirrors—
twisted, contorted silver and glass—
which winds from open to open end
with no way out but out.
A mass of ominous glass returns
no form, only passing image.
The further, the more they bow,
dim, and grow less clear,
til the last reflects black light.
10

LAWRENCE W. GARVIN

. . . For Nothing Else Matters
Clouds gathered all afternoon, occasional thunder, a shred of
lightning, a single drop of rain, landing on someone's head or coat,
unnoticed. The air carried that damp, undried-laundry odor, and
little kids kept looking up at the sky to see if the sun were going to
come out at all, or if it would, in fact, rain. A little wind, but the
kind that makes you sweat almost on impact.
Down the road, two boys bounced a tennis ball off the bricks; a
little girl in baggy blouse and shorts sat on somebody's three front
steps, watching. Alternately, she looked at the clouds and the door in
a way that made you figure she'd rather stay outside if the sky would
let her. Next door, a woman reached out her window, looked at the
sky, wrinkled her nose, and pulled in her wash, still wet. Farther
down, people came out carrying umbrellas or wearing raincoats. It
was one of those days when no one's sure if it will rain, but there
were enough indications that no one wanted to take a chance.
It did rain. Darker clouds, at least two layers thick by now;
thunder, much louder; one quick shaft of light. Rain. Jim had been
slumped in his chair, feet up on the coffee table. He jumped up,
straightened his body, ran out the door. Ripping a couple of buttons,
he pulled off his shirt as he ran down the stairs. Out the front door,
he jumped our three steps, swinging a flask of chianti in his right
hand. He danced—clumsy pirouettes among the raindrops and mud
puddles. His arms spread wide, head tilted back, rain trickled down
his face, poured into his open mouth, off his nose and around his lips.
Occasionally, he mixed the wine in his mouth with the water, gargl
ing the solution down his throat. He smiled, laughed, and sat down
in the mud, crossing his legs, propping the flask between them, some
times bending over as he brought the wine to his lips, then throwing
his head and body back as he swallowed it.
And, through the window, I could see him shouting to himself.
"Be drunken!" He screamed, pirouetted once, screamed the two words
again. I remembered reading him the Baudelaire lines two days
11

earlier. And for Jim, nothing could have been more beautiful than
to be drunken all the time, with life and with his friends. But there
was a certain emptiness, a perfect moment incomplete; like two ends
of a circle beginning to move together.
Raindrops became fewer, the sun started to break, somehow a
rainbow arched the street from one apartment house to another, and
Jim started to get up off the ground. Once he got up, he stared down
at his mud puddle, dropped the flask, the tips of his fingers felt the
seat of his pants. He looked up at the wondow. I waved; he smiled.
Buttoning his shirt, he started back for the door. I heard him come
up the stairs, his boots pounded the steps, one by one; they made a
tolling sound off the steel-sheeting of the staircase. He opened the
door, slammed it hard, and walked over to his chair. I threw him
a towel from the bathroom; he batted it down, not looking up, reached
over to the coffee table, picked up a paper-back, banged his heels
down on the table, opened the book someplace in the middle, and
started to read. I said something about it having been a short rain.
"Yeah." He looked up for a second, then back down at the book.
"Hey, listen to me, Jimbo. Nancy's having a party tonight.
Cocktails. She called while you were outside and wants us to come
over. What do you think?"
"Why not? Doesn't make a hell of a lot of difference either way.
Besides, the booze is free for a change; we might as well make it over
there. What time?"
"Starts around eight, but she said to come over anytime."
"She's probably hurting again. Who's she after now? Not one
of us again, I hope?"
"Be nice to her for a change, Jimbo. She's not that bad, just
a little screwed up. It's not like she's offensive or anything."
Yeah, she is. All I want to do is drink her gin, not talk to her
or kiss her. I mean, she asked us; it's not as if we have to pay her
for it. If she doesn't like it, she can forget about calling us the next
time. I don't really care that much either way."
Okay, but do me a favor and don't go out of your way to start
watching. Alternately, she looked at the clouds and the door in a
any fights with her tonight."
"Fine. What time is it now?"
"Five-thirty."
"Guess we better eat, huh?"
12

"Okay, why don't you go out and get a couple of hamburgers
and stuff, we've got plenty of beer."
Jim left. I decided I better clean up the room a little, since
there was still a lot of broken glass and puddles of wine all over
the place from Jim's drunk yesterday. I looked around and hated it.
I didn't really mind the mess, just the fact that it happened all the
time, and I always ended up cleaning. If Jim had his way, the place
would be a mess continually, dirty laundry scattered around, enough
wine on the floor so that your feet stick a little bit everytime you
take a step, cracking pieces of stale bread into the few scatter rugs
we had. (Jim had a habit of eating bread whenever he got drunk,
not finishing it, and then throwing it on the floor.) I swept up some
of the crumbs, shook the rugs out the window, and wiped a wet
sponge over some of the worse spots in the floor. Jim came back
with the food. I walked out to the kitchen; rather, I stepped around
the partition that half-way separated the kitchen from the living
room, opened the refrigerator, pulled a couple of cans of beer, opened
them. We sat down to eat, and didn't say very much to each other.
By the time we had finished, and I had finished the little clean
ing up that had to be done, it was a quarter to seven. I shaved,
showered, after-shaved, and started to dress for the party. Jim was
still wearing a pair of blue jeans and a shirt with one of the buttondown buttons torn off. A couple of weeks ago, he was drunk, had
started yelling something about the madras set, grabbed a corner of
his collar, and ripped a small piece of cloth along with the button.
He really liked this shirt because "I like to see the expressions on
people's faces when they notice the button. It makes them feel sort
of superior, but I'd like to stand up in front of them, on a pile of boxes,
and scream 'Fuck you!' until my voice is hoarse." He paused for a
second, caught his breath, thought about it for a couple more seconds,
and said, "No, I guess I'd rather say it softly, just loud enough for
them to hear me. Then I'd be looking down on their buttoned col
lars."
"Jim are you going to get dressed for the party?"
"No."
"Why not?"
"Because I don't have anything else I want to wear right now.
I think I'll go like this."
"Well, at least take a shower, man, you still reek of all that stale
wine; besides, your clothes are still damp."
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"No. Look, I don't object to your wearing that Boy Scout out
fit, so don't complain about me. I don't care what everyone else
wears, so they shouldn't worry about me either."
"But they will."
"I don't care."
"Okay."
Nancy lived about twelve blocks away, so we walked over, and
got there about eight-thirty, and only a few people had arrived. The
stereo had already reached maximum volume. It blared, and the sound
bounced off the walls, from one wall to another, so that it was almost
impossible to distinguish the sounds. As far as I could tell, there
was just a beat, a loud beat, and I knew that, after a few drinks, it
would send my head spinning. Jim said hello to Nancy and walked
over to the little bar set up in the corner. I stayed and talked to her.
"What's the matter with Jim, Alec? You think he'd at least talk
to me a couple of minutes." It wasn't that she especially cared, but
she and Jim had had a few experiences together, and she couldn't
understand what had turned him off so fast and permanently. I
couldn't really blame Jim. She was a pretty easy chick and hard to
communicate with.
"I don't know, Nance. I guess he's in one of his moods again.
He'll get over it."
Well, get yourself a drink and find something to do." She
smiled.
I walked over to the bar, in the corner to the right of the front
door. It wasn t really a bar, just a card table covered with a dark red
cloth, displaying an unarranged system of bottles, glasses, and a large
ice bucket. Underneath, covered in the front by the cloth, which
hung to the dark brown rug, were cases of mixers and reinforcements
or the liquor supply on top; a wastebasket for caps and corks stood
just outside the reach of the cloth. Little glass swizzle sticks displayed
P . e^ephants with black eyes that stare at you every time you take
a sip. They were fanned out in a glass resting next to a tall pile of
little white paper napkins.
A three foot wide archway on the next wall led down a short hall.
Kight next to it was a large table spread with a white tablecloth, on
which was assorted the usual combination of hors d'oeuvres and things
to eat of less fancy variety, aU in wooden or glass bowls cleverly de
signed in the same style. An abstract painting hung above it. I
i vague glimpses of violent splashes done in purple, orange, and
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blue. I blinked my eyes a couple of times, and wondered what the
damn thing would do to me after a few drinks.
The room was pretty small, packed with cdd pieces of furniture
and little assorted ornaments: brass candlesticks, figurines, and a
couple of pictures showing an aging woman, always in the same white
dress. On the wall opposite the front door, were three windows side
by side, underneath which a three-man sofa arranged three shiny
orange pillows on its black cushions. Jim stood in the corner with the
bar, between the hall and the card table. He looked at the floor,
rhythmically lifting the glass to his lips, his shoulders leaning squarely
against the wall, he lit a cigarette. People had started to arrive, the
room quickly filled with smoke and a low undercurrent of voices,
arguing with the record player, hung all around me.
A group had gathered in the corner opposite Jim's. I poured
another drink and walked over. They all nodded to me, and I nodded
back. I knew them all; it was the same bunch of acquaintances. Nina
was there too. She and I had had a lot of fun together, on a lot of
occasions. I smiled back when she smiled at me. She wore a black
cocktail dress, and a string of white pearls around her neck. She
looked very pretty, and it made me start to think that it really would
be nice if Nina and I could agree on a few things.
"We're talking about your roommate, Alec." She held her drink
in one hand, a cigarette in the other. The drink arm was bent upward
so that the glass was slightly outstretched and even with her neck.
She held the cigarette at her hip. "When are you going to teach him
to dress properly? He is getting a little too old for blue jeans, don't
you think? Or did he get back from the playground too late for you
to bathe and dress him?" It wasn't really a question. Nina had a
habit of jumping on other people in order to bring a group closer
around her.
"I don't know, Nina, I don't especially worry about it anymore.
It is his life."
"He's disrupting my life, when he comes to a party like that.
I really am surprised Nancy puts up with it." Just then, Nancy
walked up to the group, a big smile on her face.
"Well, what do we have here? The intellectual set or the manicdepressives-of-the-month club? What's up?"
"Hi, Nance. Not much I guess. Everyone's concerned with Jim's
clothes."
"Well, don't let me stop you. But, as a matter of fact, Alec, I've
15

been meaning to talk to you about Jim. I mean, we're all pretty good
friends here, and we like to think that we at least somewhat under
stand. But, frankly, what's going to happen when he gets in with a
group of people who couldn't care less? Someone's going to boot him
in the tail and tell him to get lost. You're his friend, Alec, you might
at least try to do something; talk to him yourself. It would save a
lot of pain later on."
Nina chimed in, "Nancy's right, Alec, something has to be done.
Right?" She looked around as she said it, and the entourage nodded
or mumbled agreement.
"Look, none of you really understand Jim. Even if he did get
kicked in the ass, what makes you think he'd care? I wish you'd all
just leave him alone; I mean, he's always been pretty good at taking
care of himself!" I grabbed Nance by the wrist and took her down the
hall. The group broke up into pairs. Nina found somebody to get her
another drink.
Nance and I came back a couple of hours later. Jim was still in
the corner, slumped down on the floor, his chin on his gin-soaked
chest. Apparently, he had spilled his drink at least once. But he was
passed out now, his face flushed, shirttails out in the back, and one in
the front. A couple of buttons were undone, and his hair hung in his
face, but there was something very quiet, something very uncompli
cated about the expression on his face. He was almost smiling, and
is gin-flushed cheeks were more childlike than drunken. Nina was
bent over him, slapping his face, hard on both sides. The noise of the
party was gone, the stereo had been turned way down, and the slap
ping seemed to be the only sound.
"Nina, leave him alone." She, Nina, playing the role of discipli
narian for Jim, was like Mary Magdalene trying to teach the import
ance of the Ten Commandments to Jesus Christ. It was loud, it was
passionate, but it made a ringing noise in the room.
o away, Alec, somebody has to teach him, even if you won't
1 Pus^ed her away. I was just drunk enough
tn fn°y '"n f^0ut
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I could have spent
the rest of the night pushing her around the room.
„n tnr PUlled ihim,up and hooked his arm over my shoulder. He woke
up for a couple of seconds, started to push me away.
arm arounH^p^f^+^ij He looked at me, then threw his other
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dragged, half-walked him over to the door. Nancy opened it for me.
"Thanks, Nance, I had a good time, really I did. Sorry about
Jim."
She smiled. "Forget it. See you again?"
"Yeah."
It was a struggle to get back to the apartment, but I managed
it. We managed. I had done it enough times before so that it was
almost mechanical. I unlocked the door, and dragged him in, letting
his body slump down on the sofa. After a few minutes he tried to get
up. But he reeled and foundered and passed out again, euphoria not
lasting. He knocked a wine bottle off the table as he fell down, and
his body lay foetus-like in a puddle of glass and wine, making epileptic
movements, his head thrashed from side to side. I picked him up and
put him back on the sofa, covering him with a blanket. Then I went
to bed, but he woke me up a couple of times in the night as he
stumbled to the bathroom.
Jim was still asleep when I got up Saturday morning. It was
about ten o'clock, and I didn't see any point in waking him. He didn't
have any plans for the day, and would probably be in a better mood
if I let him wake up on his own. At the same time, I was a little afraid
that he might remember the incident with Nina. As it turned out, he
didn't, or at least he never mentioned it to me. I got dressed, sat
down in our corner chair, and did a little reading. Then, about noon,
I decided to go out for some lunch. Jim was still asleep, and I left
him there on the sofa.
When I got back a couple of hours later, he was up, dressed, and
there was a man sitting with him on the sofa, someone I had never
seen before. He looked like he was about thirty, but you couldn't be
sure. He dressed very well, and had a little mustache, and shoes that
came to a sharp point.
"Alec, this is Ray. He's an old friend of mine. We used to be
roommates, a long while back, and Ray says he's been looking for me
for a couple of weeks, had a hell of a time finding me. Guess we lost
track of each other a while ago."
"Well, I won't brother you, I have to go out and do some things
anyway."
"Wait a minute, Alec. Don't leave, you'll like Ray." Ray looked
kind of worried and anxious when Jim said that; I think he would
have preferred it if I had left. At the same time, Jim seemed pretty
anxious to have me stay, so that's what I decided to do.
17

"Okay, I'll stay; I guess I can do the rest of that stuff later on.
Jim smiled, and Ray moved around in his seat a little. I sat down
in the chair opposite the sofa.
It was pretty funny, actually. None of us really said anything,
except Jim who started talking about this book he had been reading,
and that he was going to take off pretty soon. Just take off. Ray
finally got up and said he had to leave.
"Good to see you again, Jim. I hope things are working out
better now than they did before. Maybe we should keep in touch.
Give us a chance to talk about old times. All right?"
"Yeah, maybe. We ought to talk sometime." Jim opened the
door, said it was good to see him again, and Ray was gone.
"Who was that, Jim?"
"I told you, man. Some guy I used to room with. It's a long
story, and not really worth the trouble. Besides, I don't think I'll
ever see him again, not after he saw you. I'm going to get something
to eat. Is there any food left in the kitchen?"
"Should be a few things, but I went out to eat while you were
still asleep."
He found something, and then started to read again. I cleaned
up the kitchen. And a few minutes later Jim got up and started walk
ing around the room, slowly and steadily, as if he were in some kind
of a narcotic trance. His lips kept moving, but he didn't say anything,
and his eyes were red, reflecting light through a watery haze. He was
trying to cry, but couldn't quite manage it. He kept walking around,
then over to the window, staring at the back to the window, more
than once. Then he put his fist through the pane and went to bed.
The next morning we ate breakfast and tried to figure out how we
were going to afford to refill the liquor supply.
The next night, after dinner, we didn't have anything in particu
lar to do, so we talked, and spent a quiet evening together.
"Did you ever think about taking off, Alec; I mean, really taking
off, no suitcase, nothing, just the clothes you're wearing? Wouldn't
it be a great way to turn your back on everything?"
' I suppose, but I've never really had a reason for wanting to take
off. You ve got to have some kind of a reason, Jimbo."
No, you don't. That's just the point. You do it for no reason,
just because all of a sudden you have to go, really go, no place in
particular, just out."
I ve never had that feeling; at least not that intensely."
18

We talked about it for quite a while, but neither one of us said
anything new, just repeated ourselves in different words and sentence
structures. But we were very close in these moments of discussion;
we understood each other, and each of us would be willing to do any
thing for the other. This was one of the moments when we sat to
gether quietly, thinking we were happy, and then being happy be
cause we thought we were. At times like these we didn t have to talk
about finding a tropical island where we could eat fruit and make love
for the rest our lives. We didn't have to look to be happy.
A week later Jim was drunk again. He was running around the
apartment, screaming and yelling. He managed to break another
bottle of chianti on one of the rugs, and then dance in it, jumping up
and down, splashing it all over the furniture, deepening some of last
week's stains. Suddenly, he quieted down, I came out from the
kitchen to see if anything had happened. He just stared at our cat
purring on the sofa. Then he called in the dog, made him sit at his
feet, and told him to stay there, as he walked over to the sofa. I
watched his eyes get big, and all the muscles in his face tighten up.
He reached out for the cat, squeezed it, then threw it at the dog. The
cat batted at the dog's face with its paw, and both backed away, but
Jim grabbed the cat again, squezzed it harder around the belly, and
threw it right back again at the dog, harder. The dog shook, backed
off, farther and farther away, but Jim kept coming closer and closer,
till finally the cat and dog started to fight. I mean, they had to, it
was the only way to end the thing. Jim obviously was not going to
stop. The dog chased the cat briefly, cornered it, and the cat started
batting at his face again, with an extra effort to stretch out its claws.
At first, the dog only jumped back, but then both of them were bleed
ing and limping around, still fighting, as if some kind of a force com
pelled them, some unseen but close force which they could never com
pletely satisfy. Jim backed off slowly several times, but kept coming
back. His eyes got bigger and bigger as if they were afraid to blink,
afraid they might miss something. Finally, I ran over, picked up the
cat, and took it back with me. The fight ended. Jim looked at me,
then sat down and closed his eyes, but only for a few minutes before
he jumped up and stormed out the door.
He was gone for a couple of days; and, when he came back, I
quickly learned he had taken some money out of the bank and had
bought a motorcycle, something he had picked up second hand, and
you could tell he was really excited about it.
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"Aren't you going to come out and see it, Alec? It's really great.
Come on, I'll take you for a ride."
After that, and for the next few weeks, we must have gone every
where on it. Until one night when we were on the way back from a
party. It was pretty late and cold. My hands were stiff, and my legs
ached. All I could think of was how many more minutes I would have
to spend on the machine. We were going pretty fast, and the faster
the thing went the more it shook, and the more my legs ached, and
the wind bit into my face unless I buried it in the lined collar of Jim's
coat. Jim was part way lit, and he didn't pay much attention to signs
or curves, he kept on driving as if they weren't there, or at least as
if he were the only person on the road. He reached over the handle
bars with his head and shoulders, pressing his stomach against my
arms wrapped tightly around him. It seemed kind of funny. Here
I was holding onto him to keep from falling off, and he was using my
hands and arms to hold him back as he leaned farther and farther
forward. Then he turned around, tears streaming down his face,
matting his hair which hung in his eyes. Jim had refused from the
beginning to wear goggles and a helmet. "You don't feel anything if
you wear that stuff." His cheeks were red from the wind. He looked
at me and smiled. "Wouldn't it be great to die like this, Alec, when
you're going full speed and suddenly it's all over?" I nodded. Thirty
seconds later the machine started to fall apart, rattling, rolling to a
stop, and giving up completely. Jim didn't even try to get it going
again, he kicked it over, then stared at it for a couple of minutes.
"Aren't you going to try to fix it or anything, Jimbo? Seems
kind of silly to just let it sit there."
"What's the point in fixing it, it's broken isn't it?" We started
to hitch back home, and it was still cold.
Back at the apartment, Jim sat down to read, he only had a few
pages left in his book. I turned on the radio and sat down too. When
he finished the book, he slammed it shut and dropped it on the table.
We both looked up at each other simultaneously.
"Let's take off, Alec."
"Where?"
"I don't know. Anyplace. Let's just go, not worry about any
thing, not take anything, just leave, as if there isn't anything at
all that we're leaving. More like we're going to something, only we
don't know what."
"I don't know if I can do that, Jimbo. I just can't stick my
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thumb out like that, not knowing where I'm going, or why. And I m
not so anxious to leave behind what we already have here.'
"This is nothing, Alec. We've got to find something that means
something, or at least is worthwhile being involved with. We're not
getting anything out of all this."
"I don't know, Jimbo. I guess I just prefer my nothingness
close by and secure; and there's nothing to insure us against the fact
that, no matter where we are, there's going to be a nothingness which
we can't do anything about."
"Let's just go, man. For once, forget it all. Just fuck it all, and
we'll go."
"All right. When?"
"Right now." And we both got up, I did a considerably lot
slower than Jim, but he practically dragged me out the door with
him. And a few blocks down the road, I stopped him and said, "I'm
going back, Jimbo. I just can't do this. I keep getting the feeling
that I've got too much at stake. You coming back with me?"
"Yeah, might as well. It's sort of ruined now that you said that.
Anyway, it was too much like we planned it. I guess it should just
sort of happen to you; someday when you're walking down the road
and you know you should turn right to go home, but you turn left, and
it's started." He thought about it for a minute. "Yeah, that's the
way it has to be."
A few nights later, we were sitting together again, and Jim start
ed to talk. Right away I knew he was going to say he was leaving. I
can remember lots of other times when he was leaving. I can remem
ber lots of other times when he was going to leave, and lots of times
when I was going to go with him, just like a couple of nights ago.
But now, for the first time, I understood with him that he really was
going; but I didn't want to go with him, and he made no point of
asking me to go like he had done all the other times. Suddenly, we
were independent of each other, each of us with a very separate reason
for staying or leaving. We really only had a couple of things left to
say to each other.
"I'm going to leave and dig ditches. I'm going to leave all this
to itself. I'm going to live without artificial needs and without an
artificial mind. I'm going to breathe dust and know that it is clean,
lie exhausted in bed and not be drained, drink and not have people
pour their liquid lives and values down my throat. I guess if I could
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have all that here I'd stay, but I can't, no one can, and it's foolish to
kid yourself about it."
"If you leave, Jimbo, 'all this' will not have an empty space.
And you will still have needs, going to the bathroom will be no dif
ferent—perhaps the toilet seat will not be enamelled white, and
perhaps you'll read the Daily News instead of Harper's or the Atlan
tic, but that never made any difference before, and it doesn't now. I
think you'll breathe dust, but I also think you'll be too busy swear
ing and wiping sweat out of your eyes to even think about whether
or not it is clean. You might lie exhausted in bed, but it won't take
long before you fall asleep. A good night's rest will become more im
portant than whether or not you're drained. As for staying here or
not, it's a thing in your mind, not in the people and institutions you
see all around you. And, after you go, Jimbo, when you drink, you'll
get drunk, and let people do as they damn well please. In that sense,
you'll be nothing more than a ditch-digger, and a tool in the throes of
just another—though different, perhaps more pleasing—system."
"That's just your idea, Alec. It doesn't have to be that way, and
I think I can handle it the way I want to."
"Okay, Jim. Do what you want to do. I guess it's really not that
important."
Jim was really leaving, no preparation was needed, all we had to
do was say good-bye. Even though we disagreed so strongly now, we
still managed to touch when he left.
And, in spite of all the times we had grabbed each other and
come within a quarter of a breath of kissing, it was different this time.
Jim cried, and it was not like the time he had watched his only dog
broken between the crash of two automobiles. It was far more painful,
when crying becomes an excuse, an apology, for not being what some
one else wants you to be, someone you're in love with. Suddenly, in
these moments, after ten months of knowing and feeling each other, of
wanting to communicate some feeling, but hoping it would pass from
hand to hand, from mine to his, and his to mine, without the abortion
of words, we could barely touch. Of all the times we had been drunk
and held hands, fiercely, with all our strength till we passed out, this
time our fingers and palms wanted only to gently rub once, as if they
were afraid that our love would consume us, at least one of us taking
the other s place, like two ends of a circle that finally meet and are
sealed at the joint.
And, finally, that night when he left, when we began to cry, it
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was the quietest moment we had spent together. We just stared at
each other, both trying to look away, but not able to—we watched
the tears in each other's eyes, and the reflections from the light.
Simultaneously, we both cried louder and grabbed each other, as hard
as we could till we couldn't stand it anymore. When I woke up the
next morning, Jim was gone. I looked around the place a couple of
times, then went back to bed.
Now I sit here and try to figure out the difference between the
two of us. And I guess perhaps it was because at the age of six Jim
had choked on a peanut butter sandwich, and it hadn't been until my
eighteenth birthday that I coughed up Peter Pan. Those twelve years
of difference in our peanut butter existences, those twelve years longer
in my peanut butter life, kept me from taking off the way Jim had,
in blue jeans, without a suitcase, without me. Far away from cocktail
parties, button-down shirts, and peanut butter sandwiches. But I
suspect that somewhere he is still coking on peanut butter. And I
don t think it makes any difference that they put raw seal between
bread in Alaska. And I wonder if, no matter where you go, you can
ever get away from peanut butter.
Now I think about the times when Jim and I had only each
other. Not a whole lot when you consider. And, in the end, I guess
I want to be a ditch-digger too. But I'm afraid. In the meanwhile, I
don t want to be anybody or do anything. Because there's always
someone laughing, someone who's going to stare, and a blind third
party listening and smiling. It's some kind of an extension of Dr.
Eckleberg, only with ears, a nose, mouth, and some kind of weird, de
formed body. Gatsby must've had it awfully easy. I think I'm going
to close my door and paint wallpaper prints all day long, and maybe
sleep at night. Jim's gone anyway, even if I do dig ditches he won't
come back, so I guess I'll paint wallpaper.
Sometimes Jim writes me letters. Letters I don't answer because
there's no reason to, because Jim doesn't want to hear about cocktail
parties, and I'm beginning to get tired of hearing about raw seal and
the great escape. Everytime I get a letter from him, I just sort of
read it and put it down somewhere.

It's been a long time now since he left, at least a couple of
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winters. And I'm looking back now. I am bitter. The heat doesn t
turn on right, and when there is no stimulation and no comfort, every
thing blends into a cold sun. Life's poor player lies on his back, paint
dripping on him from the ceiling. His bodily decrepitude is all that
matters. The sun is still hot—if it has, in fact, become summer. And
maybe I should go out to the New Jersey shore and build sand castles.
I haven't heard from Jim in a long time, perhaps he is dead. I think
that he probably is. Maybe I should have answered all those letters.
Maybe I should have dug ditches. Or have become a cowboy. Or a
junkie. Anyway, I'm going to be dead too. I am drained and alone.
All I want to do is fall asleep, but I guess I'm afraid I might have a
nightmare.
On days when my thoughts begin to fade, and a glare comes off
the window panes when I try to look out, I imagine that Jim is still
outside, somewhere. I think I see a face watching from a window,
watching his pirouettes and the shouting. I think Baudelaire is look
ing on from far away. But the rain is stopping now, and there's not
going to be any talk of love, or friends, or what we will do. There is
no need for anything. The rain has, in fact, stopped. Funny that it is
raining only at one end of the circle. The other end is now come so
close, I wonder if it will get wet.
a R. DORRANCE

Jane
non-plain
sungirling
w-hirl-ing
to my arms
sheness of
my life and IS,
reasoning of my
eyes, our Death of
togethering fills us with
sameness of
both.
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KENT TAYLOR

8-27-66
Chinese temple candles
flicker the room
into gel vibration
we wait
the intervals through
the room melts
high beer two sticks of pot
strob candles
blown out flame
my chest in my mouth

9-19-66
framed skies over
the sound of closing windows
beckoning
stretching out
like unstrung steel
stars behind curtains of light
the dark rustle of leaves
and nothing changes
and nothing
changes
the night breaks open
its insides spill over

us
twisted
shaking
limbs moving brokenly
dead letters in abandoned hallways
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blown away and nothing
change
and
is nothing
but the patterns we form
and the maps we are

TERRY ROBINS

at searingtown road
my sister walks
honey-topped,
navy-coated,
soft slippered
upon the beach
at searingtown road.
she skips to
no thoughts
but her own,
for eternity's brother
is her closest companion.
and the diamond-cut ocean
is not deep enough
to drown her soft prancing,
or stifle her smile.
alone for a second
she seems free for a lifetime,
dancing and jumping and free.
but the strange dedication
of lifetime's rejoinder,
the harsh sound of daylight
will not grant her peace,
and a moment of stillness
will vanish in sunlight,
ending the timeless embrace.
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my sister floats back
to the black of the pavement,
to the honey and navy and soft,
and a hollowing whisper
remains from that instant
upon the beach
at searingtown road,
for now's flash of day breaking,
and her mists of skies weeping,
and the prancing of silence
echo only
tomorrow's return.

MICHAEL KIRCHBERGER

what matters the burning horse
or thick leaves that
curb the sun
to flame from shoulders
if the lines meet
somewhere
the soil remains—
fertilized grotesquely
yet untended—
cross-legged bushes
smolder
a quick bomb
between the legs
of a brothel queen
can i send blood north
in a ten-gallon hat?
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W. BRUCE ROBINSON

Cucklet Dell
In Cucklet Dell
Where service fell,
One miragical day,
We thought the world a lonely grove,—
A lonely road our way.
By Cussy Lane, Plague Sunday,
Our neighbors went to pray;
To Cucklet Dell in Daphne's fields
Where daisies sing and sang their lai.
At Mompesson's Well,
Where waters fell—
Where we met the world—
But do not mourn too long for us,
Just leave the flags unfurled.
"Stephen Corwin, grounded at 23,
Beloved of Molly, once 19,
Healed peonies she picked for me
Now wither peacefully,
And lovers cross our beds at night—
Their spirit gives us life.
The brown autumn breezes warm us now,
And the town of Eyam sleeps."
—Millicent Ingram, resident spinster
Of Eyam Town,
Fond of cats and hot toddies.
I stayed where I had lived,
To knit out my life,
And somehow felt the better for it.
Now I lie coldly crusted under flour-sifted snow
And birds and bells of flowers flaunt their lonely locks o'er me*
The citizens of Eyam Town
Are gone now and are dead now
Who cared so much
For life, they lost it.
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GEOFFREY A. COOK

Upon the Birth of Dana Anne DeTchon
April 9, 1966
From the southwest the zephyring warmth
of a new-formed breeze preludes the Easter
dawn by drawing darkness away from
Holy Saturday of dead-ended death. And,
under the new-sung strength of Spring, a child burst
forth alive and blue-eyed to the conquering sinews of Aries.

Spes Resurrectionis:
For the American Dead in Vietnam. 1965
In the naotic dawn
burnt hands shall grip red pelvic
stumps, cauterizing
end tears dry. And in Gold
Aurora's brilliant presence,
limp Michael, like a thief
shall knight them with Lord Fly's
blade, captured that day
on Armageddon's scarlet fields.
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JAMES M. GRANDILLO

A Flower That Only Happens in Prose
There can only be this daffodil, here and now,
though the bottles are real; my heel
breaks their faces into amber grins
and winter fills them up.
The rain that day stopped before I could stop;
the consequence was roses and this
brown quiet daffodil, snotty and yellow,
dead, stupid, senseless enough to stand
alone; cut shorn, and clogged with dust
the pores choke on gold, too much tempera,
and not enough myrrh,
But the dead rat and the broken glass don't tell
why a daffodil should ever die, but I
am thankful that I, like this yellow
trumpet Wordsworth flower mouth, should
also have a yellow mouth, yellow from
grazing on buttercups.
There are doubles and singles, so I know there will
be room enough for two if I go; I'll
speak of Indian herbs like ocean foam dried
to saffron threads, I'll wax my yellowness
into shreads of grass sleeping too long
under baskets left on someone's lawn.
If I try, if I am gentle, I can learn the flower's
mind; it does not close at night—it
stands alive in dark or light—so I can
spin away from it and return, because I
know now why a Negro's eyes are hardly ever
blue, and when they are sometimes I smile,
for a daffodil smiled at him once too, when
he crawled out of the sea and died.
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Four Beginnings
(The author tells us that the following are introductory paragraphs
to four as yet unfinished short stories.)
Girl in Gray
The park reminded Paul of a poisoned oasis. It sat in the middle
of the city like a great green thumbprint on a bone-white skill, an
ironic patch of mold drawing life from death. Paul felt somehow
rooted to the bench he sat in. He was not at all the spectator, because the nighttime had seeped into him like it did into the trees and
bushes—he was transformed along with them into things of a very
different dimension; things low and sullen, resigned and, now that he
took time to notice, perhaps a little scared. He didn t know why,
but he felt a fear that hadn't been there before, an almost electric
nervousness that was part of the air he breathed. It was too quiet,
as if the crickets had padded their violins with cotton to play a noise
less song; and Paul, feeling an incomplete communion with the place,
listened reluctantly to the sound of his own heart. He started to
think about why you only saw pigeons during the day, but the
thought left him as soon as it came. The darkness and fatigue brought
sand to his eyes, and the bench slowly became a bed .. .
The Water Troll
Aunt Millicent's knees were just like Betty's in a way. They
were all pudgy, like grapefruit, and had little dimples all over them
as if someone had squeezed them trying to find a rotten spot or some
thing. All except Betty's were brown. Which does make sense if you
think about it, her being colored and all. Her knees sort of rubbed
together when she walked around the kitchen, and she always com
plained because they were wet—at least I know she said there was
water on them. I told her that if she washed the floor with a mop
instead of on all fours like a puppy she wouldn't get so sloppy, but
she never listened to me, just laughed a little. Nobody listens to me
around here. Harold's knees are hard as stones. I can tell because
when he's walking me up to my room I punch him on the knee some
times and my hand hurts afterward. Harold's funny. He just stands
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around all day, behind a pillar or something, looking all stiff like he d
been starched in the laundry. Except when Aunt Millicent calls him,
then he buzzes over to bring her some medicine or a book like a honey
bee was chasing him and then—zip! back to his corner like a soldier
on duty. He is kinda like that sometimes ...
Make Believe and Close Your Eyes
The animal shrank down upon itself, ignorant and terrified. It
found itself trapped in the corner with no means of escape; alone with
only the proding broom handle to remind it that there wasn't much
time left at all, that a cute boy with freckles and green eyes was
smashing its body with a slow and deliberate pressure. For a moment
the chipmunk's eyes opened very wide, then squirted out of the
animal's head and dribbled onto the garage floor.
Like caviar, thought Jim; just like little black fish eggs.
The warmth was there again. He felt it spreading slowly, almost
as slowly as the thin trickle of blood that flowed from the chipmunk's
nostrils. Spiders ran down his thigh and scurried up his back, center
ing low in his abdomen. He touched himself there and shivered a
little, closing his eyes and feeling the muscles in his neck tighten and
distend, leaving him cold all of a sudden, cold and sweaty.
The boy stepped on the animal and heard a soft, pleasing crunch,
like the sound lettuce might make if it were wrapped in cotton. He
smiled a little and started to scrape up the mess carefully, making
sure no bit of skin or fur remained stuck to the concrete. A few
houses away someone was humming a gloomy tune, something he'd
heard on one of his father's records called The Hall of the Mountain
King. He didn't like it — too somber for his taste . . .
The Cold Light of Night
Wherever the wind blew, the children were there. Their collars
were fastened tightly at their necks, imprisoning the pink warmth of
their bodies and shutting out the shadows sent to plague them. They
stared out over a brown field through eyes ablaze with memories—
of Halloween and attics, of warm tar and sugar babies, of milk-soaked
tableclothes and mother. Like the fire in their minds the memories
do not fade—they live apart, bloated with the awareness that some*
day, many winters from now, some tiny bit of lint will recall the past
to mind, to act like a dreadful mental emetic to aid a drunken soul
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in vomitting up all the sentimental lollipops of years before. The
children knew this somewhere at the tips of their cold fingers and it
kept them going; it propped them up by a wind that could never
knock them down.
The ground crunched like peanut brittle as they tramped over it.
They moved slowly, telling of days sent to bed without supper; yet the
other world of worn-out words was far away now, left to its own to
wither underneath the chalky thumb of teacher's discipline and the
cold hard eye of the Man in the Moon. The stars struggled to illumi
nate their path, casting their faces a grayish blue, and for all the
world they flew as kites, guided down the cotton string by knowing
hands, to settle in a tiny grove of naked trees.
The forbidden place, Apollo's grove, the trees sacred to him . . .

Dear Life
Grayhaired laughter like corn silk
crumbles in this last summer heat
upon a porcelain table worn through
with black iron eyes staring up
abruptly shut by cups of tea.
Darkened serge and yellow lace crinkle
in near-mute mimicry of drying bones
cast each night to roll and creak
and settling tell tomorrow in a dream.
Outside nightingales start to sing
to lure the dimming glowworm from its nest
much too warm and breathing in the days
between falling leaves and falling snow.
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Contributors
ROBERT BEERS, a junior, plays straight man for the editor of the
Collegian.
MICHAEL BERRYHILL, former editor of Hika, leaves us with a $200 de
ficit and this very fine poem.
( IEOFFREY A. COOK returns to Kenyon for his junior year fresh from
the Aspen Poetry Workshop where he studied with Paul Black
burn and James Hearst
S. R. DORRANCE, a freshman, has obviously read e. e. cummings.
LAWRENCE W. GARVIN, on leave of absence from Kenyon, gives us
this, his first story. He alternately consumes slices of life and
slices of corned beef while working in a delicatessan on New
York's west side.
JAMES M. GRANDILLO indiscriminately chases his Muse, his wife, and
his dog Pookah.
JAMES HEARST is Professor of English at the State College of Iowa.
He describes himself as farmer turned poet. His books of poetry
are ( ountry Men and Vhe Sun at Noon (both out of print)*
and Man and His Field and Limited View (Alan Swallow Publ*
isher).
STEPHAN HOCHBERG is a student at Queens College and works on the
magazine New Rejections.
GEORGE KAITSA is a senior making his first appearance in Hika. He
takes cut-and-paste from Joe Slate.
MICHAEL KIRCHBERGER takes vorpal sword in hand and dedicates this
issue to the frumious Bandersnatch.
JACOB LEED is Professor of English at Kent State University.
Russ MCDOWELL, would you please come to the Hika office and ident
ify yourself?
1 ERRY ROBINS, also late of Kenyon, spends this year doing soci^
work in Cleveland.
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W. BRUCE ROBINSON, sophomore and Irish nationalist, raises whippets
in the East.
JOHN D. SUTCLIFFE, a junior, tells us this poem is from June, 1965
also referred to as his pre-beard period.
KENT TAYLOR, sometime resident of Cleveland, is 26, married, and
a father. And (will wonders never cease) he is a graduate of
Ohio Wesleyan. His book, Late Stations, is published by 7
Flowers Press.
CARL THAYLER is director of the Kenyon Film Society, and is at
tempting to repeat last year's successful Kenyon Film Festival.
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